Get the year off
to a great start
with [Program
Name] and [insert
incentive].
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“By setting

goals I can
measure, I’m
sticking to
them and
feeling better
than ever.

”

[Incentive
language here.
See details.]

With the arrival of the New Year comes a new
monthly email of healthful insights. To get off to
a healthy start, consider setting some well-being
goals. Whether you want to lose a few pounds, eat
healthier, find a better balance in your life or reach
other goals, your [Program Name] program has
resources to help make this your best year ever.

Start with a S-M-A-R-T goal.

Having goals is a good thing. And every goal needs
a plan. That’s where S-M-A-R-T goal setting can
help. S-M-A-R-T goals are:
•
•
•
•
•

Specific
Measurable
Achievable
Realistic
Timely

So, instead of saying, “I’m going to lose weight,” a
S-M-A-R-T goal is “I’m going to lose 5 pounds over
the next four weeks by walking during my lunch
breaks and not drinking sugary sodas.” Goals that
include a specific plan give us direction that can lead
to success and improve our well-being.

Learn more about setting and reaching
goals.
• Learn more about how to set S-M-A-R-T goals
here.
• Learn some of the most common resolutions and
how to keep them here.
• For articles and other resources related to your
goals, sign in to your online well-being account
and click the Resources & Tools tab.
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DO’S AND DON’TS FOR

HEALTHY Z’S
Get a good
night’s sleep for
better health.

April
A
il 20
2013

Getting a good night’s sleep is tied to many aspects
of your health. It can benefit learning, memory,
mood, productivity, creativity, stress level and heart
health. Plus, when you’re fully rested, your body’s
hormone levels stay balanced, which helps it process
and store carbohydrates better and control appetite.

[client logo]

Follow these tips for a better night’s sleep.

“Now that

DO:
• Go to bed and wake up at the same time each
day, and plan for seven to nine hours each night.
• Exercise regularly.
• Get rid of anything in your bedroom that might
dsitract you from sleep (such as bright lights,
noises and warm temperatures).
• Stop screen time (TV, computer or mobile
devices) an hour before bedtime.
• Relax your mind with a hot bath or a book (one
that’s not on a lit-up screen).
• Write down any nagging thoughts beforehand as
a reminder to deal with them another time.

DON’T:
• Have caffeine and nicotine in the afternoon, or
later (effects can last as long as eight hours).

I’m sleeping
better, my
whole life
feels betterbalanced.

”

For more
information
about healthy
sleep, sign in
to your online
well-being account
and perform a
search in the
“Resources &
Tools” section.

• Take naps after 3 p.m.
• Exercise within two to three hours of bedtime.
• Drink beverages (including alcohol) late at night.
• Go to bed on a full or empty stomach.
• Take medicines that delay or disrupt your sleep,
if possible.

Set up trackers for your sleep-related goals.

Sign in to your well-being account and look for
trackers with goals that can help sleep (e.g.,
exercise). To create a tracker with a custom goal
(e.g., Get at least seven hours of sleep), follow these
steps:
1. In your Well-Being Plan, click “Add More Goals &
Trackers.”
2. Next to Personal Tracker, click “Add,” type in your
goal and complete the other information.
Sign in every day to track your progress. To track
tips that you’re trying and other progress, simply
write in your online journal.
Sources: Harvard Women’s Health Watch, Harvard Medical School,
National Institutes of Health, Journal of Clinical Nutrition
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SIT LESS AND
BURN MORE
CALORIES AT WORK

Fit more activity
in to your day.

May 2013
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“It feels great
to not be tied
to my chair.
I’m moving
more and
connecting
more.

”

For more
information about
getting active,
sign in to your
online well-being
account and
perform a search
in the “Resources
& Tools” tab.

On average, people sit for 10 hours each day. Sitting
too long—just four hours a day watching TV, driving
or working on a computer—ups the risk for heart
disease and cancer. An American Cancer Society
study showed that even getting the right amount of
regular exercise didn’t stop the negative effects of
too much sitting. So Mayo Clinic researchers stress
the importance of moving more and sitting less.

Fit in more activity at work.
• Stand during calls, meetings, lunch and any
other time possible. (The muscles you use while
simply standing can help you burn three times
more calories than sitting.)
• Walk around for a few minutes each hour you
sit. You could even start a walking group with
co-workers during lunch or other breaks.
• Take the stairs instead of an elevator.
• Stretch or use fitness equipment at your
desk, like a stability ball, small hand weights,
tension bands or a mini stair-step machine.

Step away from screen-time at home.
Disconnect from the computer and the television,
even for a little time each day, to cut couch and
chair time. Take 30 minutes of TV from each
weekday and you’ll have 150 more minutes to be
active. You could even stretch out an exercise mat
on the floor and workout while you watch TV.

Get a nudge and track your progress.
• Enlist activity partners like co-workers, friends
and family.
• Set a timer to help you remember to get active.
• Use the journal or trackers in your online
well-being account—like Steps, Exercise, Weight
or a custom one—to help you see your progress
and keep at it.
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When it comes to your health, knowing your family’s
medical history can be lifesaving. Certain conditions
run in families, and with this knowledge, you and
your family can be alert to potential risks and take
precautionary measures.
If you’d like to keep track of this information,
consider creating a family medical tree. It can be a
handy tool for determining hereditary patterns and
having conversations with your doctor, especially if
you’re interested in having certain screenings sooner
than typically recommended.

How to create a family medical tree
1. Collect this information on your first-degree
relatives (parents, siblings and children):
• Date of birth and death
• Cause of death
• Major illnesses or surgeries
• Date when major illnesses were diagnosed
• Habits or unusual physical characteristics that
may have contributed to illness (if relevant)
2. If you can, collect the same information
about your second-degree relatives
(grandparents, aunts, uncles, nieces, nephews
and grandchildren). If you need medical records
from a hospital or doctor, you’ll need written
permission from the person or their closest living
relative. To request death certificates, ask the
county records department.
3. Put the information down on paper. If you
want to get creative and a draw an actual family
medical tree:
• Put your name and your siblings on the
bottom row.
• Put your parents and their siblings on the
row above.
• Put your grandparents on the top row.
• Put a square around each man and a circle
around each woman.
• Leave enough room to record the information
you collected.
• Show marriages by connecting with lines.
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“It’s amazing
the things
you learn
with a little
research. I’m
glad I did.”

Did you know?
Certain cancers and
conditions can be
linked to a family
history, including:
heart disease,
stroke, asthma,
diabetes, arthritis,
Alzheimer’s, and
breast, ovarian,
prostate, and colon
cancer.
Good habits can
lower risk.
Certain habits like
smoking, poor
nutrition, inactivity,
unmanaged stress
and heavy drinking
can influence
whether you’ll
develop a condition.
For help developing
better habits, take
advantage of the
focus areas in your
Well-Being Plan at
programURL.com.

Source: Health Library/EBSCO Publishing; NIH
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“Now that

I’m making
healthier
choices, I feel
like I have
better control
over my
health.

”

What is type 2
diabetes?
According to the
American Diabetes
Association, it’s
the most common
form of diabetes
in which your
body does not use
insulin properly to
keep your blood
glucose at normal
levels. This can
cause your cells
to be starved
for energy and
hurt your eyes,
kidneys, nerves or
heart over time.

You may have heard about type 2 diabetes and its
effects, but do you know that prediabetes is also a
risk? It usually shows up before someone develops
type 2 diabetes. It’s when the glucose (or sugar)
level in your blood is higher than normal but not
high enough to be called diabetes yet. This can
make you more likely to develop type 2 diabetes,
heart disease, and stroke, which all can affect your
quality of life. The good news is that if you’re at risk
for prediabetes, there are actions you can take on
your own to help stabilize your blood glucose level.

Who should be checked?
If you are overweight and age 45+, or if you
have these risk factors, you should be tested for
prediabetes:
• High blood pressure
• Low HDL cholesterol and high triglycerides
• A family history of diabetes
• A history of gestational diabetes or giving birth
to a baby weighing more than nine pounds
• Belonging to an ethnic or minority group at
high risk for diabetes
If you are unsure if you should be checked, ask your
doctor at your next visit.

For help maintaining a healthy blood
glucose level:
• Stay physically active for about 30 minutes a
day, at least five days a week.
• Make healthy food choices, such as eating
more fresh vegetables, fruits and whole grains.
• Lose weight if you are overweight (even 10
to 15 pounds can make a difference).
• If you smoke, get help to quit from QuitNet®
through [Program Name] at [Program
URL.com], or call [000-000-0000] to enroll in
phone coaching.
• Work with your doctor to regulate your
blood pressure if it is too high.

Sources: American Diabetes Association; NIH; Mayo Clinic
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While the holiday season can be a joyous time,
it can also lead you down some slippery slopes
in terms of your health and well-being. Between
shopping for gifts, cooking and cleaning, parties
with endless indulgences, traveling and spending
time with loved ones, life can get hectic and throw
you off balance. With a few tips, you can stay
focused on what really matters, shrug off the
stress and avoid picking up extra pounds.

Shrug off stress.
1. Set limits. Not everything has to be perfect.
Say no when you need to—whether accepting
fewer party invitations or not going all out on
a fancy homemade dish.
2. Tea off. Drinking a cup of black tea before
completing stressful tasks can reduce hormone
levels that affect stress around 47 percent.
3. Press the issue. 20 to 30 seconds of
acupressure—massaging the area between
your thumb and index finger—can reduce
stress up to 39 percent.
4. Immerse in positivity. Take a breather. Clear
your mind of to-dos and think about what you
are thankful for. Surround yourself with people
who can support you and make you laugh. And
try to set aside any differences.

Enjoy without going overboard.
• Don’t go to a party hungry.
• Pick lighter finger foods, like vegetable salsa
instead of spinach dip.
• Make drink swaps to save calories, like hot
chocolate with low-fat milk instead of eggnog.
• Use a small plate.
• Bake a healthier treat by replacing replace oil
with applesauce, and half the sugar with more
flavor, like citrus, vanilla or cinnamon.
• Think with each bite; there’s a lag between
eating and feeling full.
• Get back to your healthful routine the day
after a party.

Sources: Women’s Health; Harvard Public Health; Mayo Clinic;
Mayo Clinic; CPMC; Cleveland Clinic
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“I want

to simply
enjoy the
holidays,
and now I
know I can.”
Did you know?
A 10-minute walk
in chilly weather
can boost your
metabolism and give
you an extra calorie
burn that will last
most of the day. On
that note, try some
wintertime activities,
too, like ice skating,
sledding and skiing.
Trackers are
your friend.
The average
American consumes
4,500 calories at
a Thanksgiving
gathering—
more than twice
the average
recommended daily
intake. Using the
Food Tracker in your
Well-Being Account
at [ProgramURL.
com] can help you
avoid overindulging.
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